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Arts and economics have traditionally 
not been fields that go together hand 
in hand. Arts has not been very inter-
ested in economics, while economics 
saw arts as belonging outside of its 
realm. Up until 1960s, little was done 
to try and connect the two. How-
ever, since 1980s the literature has 
flourished in research and arguments 
linking the two together, usually in 
a positive manner.That is, showing 
that arts does play a positive role in 
economic development. Yet, in spite 
of the flourishing literature, main-
stream economics continued to ignore 
arts and their potential contribution 
to the economy. Much of reasons 
for ignoring arts have been the lack 
of empirical research, whereas most 
of literature focused on arguments, 
models, and qualitative data to back 
their premise. 
During this time, arts are usually seen 
as something one does on leisure time. 
At times it was indistinguishable from 
sheer entertainment. As a result, there 
was little funds allocated to arts and 
generally was on the low section of the 
policymakers’ agenda. Furthermore, in 
times of crisis and austerity, arts fund 
were the first to be slashed. However, 
as the latest research shows, arts does 

have a significant, positive impact in 
economics. Especially now that eco-
nomic structure is de-industrializing – 
in the sense that it is moving its base 
from manufacturing to services or 
highly specialized manufacturing – the 
impact of arts is becoming more visible 
by day and arts will play an even more 
important role in the future.

Kosovo on this aspect is no different. 
In fact, because Kosovo is a develop-
ing country, the thought that arts are 
unimportant for economic develop-
ment runs even deeper, due to the 
fact there are so many fields that need 
investment. Previous research shows 
that Kosovo spends a meagre 0.8 per-
centage of its overall state budget in 
culture (Pozhegu, 2014). The same re-
search shows that most of this budget 
goes to infrastructure, thus perfectly 
illustrating negligent mindset that it 
is the infrastructure that need invest-
ment rather than culture as such. On 
the other hand, little research and 
studies have overall been conducted 
in the field of culture which would po-
tentially show the relation of arts and 
economics in Kosovo context. Indeed, 
such lack of research is not surprising, 
knowing the lack of data which make 
it impossible to conduct a comprehen-
sive study. Instead, of the research that 

Introduction
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has been done, most of it has relied in 
internal data of organizations or inter-
views with main stakeholders. 

This policy brief aims at bring together 
research and studies done on this field 
from around the world and show how 
arts impacts economic development. 
Given the complex numerous ways in 
which arts interacts with economics, 
this policy brief will show the main 
mechanisms how this process is occurs 
and empirical evidence will be provid-
ed wherever possible. In the second 
part of the paper, Kosovo cultural sec-
tor and context will be reinterpreted 
in the light of the presented research. 
Such a contextualization will aim at ap-
plying the research to Kosovo, as well 
as show possible future research op-
portunities to explore in the future. 
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One of the issues which make the 
study of how arts and culture impact 
the economy and society in general is 
the very definitions of the terms used. 
What are arts and culture specifically? 
One usually associates arts with fine 
arts exhibitions and galleries, sculp-
ture, museums, theater and possibly 
symphonic concerts or operas. How-
ever, arts include much more than 
that. The question is where one limits 
the definition. In this sense, are movie 
considered as cultural good? Or maybe 
music? Literature? Sure, they are. Yet, 
in comparison a movie is very different 
from a painting, which is very different 
from a song, which is very different 
from a book, which is different from 
a movie. In addition, one might argue 
that even within these broader catego-
ries, there are differences. A symphony 
by Mozart is certainly different from a 
song by Justin Bieber. Moreover, should 
advertisements be considered cultural 
goods? Or industrial design? Certainly, 
in order to produce an advertisement, 
one needs creative skills and to some 
designer it might be very personal, yet 
advertisement are very different from 
the rest of the ‘arts’. Similarly, should 
a mass produced painting which is sold 

regularly in a supermarket considered 
a piece of art and a cultural good? All 
these questions have been answered 
differently by different scholars and 
researchers, thus making the study of 
the impact of arts on the economy and 
overall society difficulty.

In many of the studies that are consid-
ered in this policy brief, the distinction 
was attempted to be made on these 
three concepts: “creative industries”, 
“cultural industries”, and “cultural sec-
tor”. “Creative industries” are usually 
defined as industries that might be 
influenced from arts and usually use 
the same inputs as arts, but do not 
produce ‘arts’, such as fashion design, 
advertisement agencies, commercial 
and industrial design, etc. By “cultur-
al industries” it is meant arts that are 
independent in the market and that 
have been turned into industries, such 
as movie industry, music industry, etc. 
Whereas “cultural sector” is defined as 
those sectors which usually smaller in 
size, are more personal, and tend to be 
less controversial in their definition of 
arts, such as galleries, theaters, crafts, 
museums, etc. Yet, these definitions 
remain fluid.

Definitions and methodological issues
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Even after fields are defined, there 
still remains a huge issue of how does 
one measure the effects of these sec-
tors. One immediate issue is that a lot 
of arts is done privately or outside of 
the ‘system’ and does not figure in 
any of the indicators, such as tax reg-
isters or business registry. To make 
things easier, this part is usually omit-
ted completely. The other issue is the 
fact that many of arts organizations 
are registered as not for profit organi-
zations, while others are registered as 
businesses. Some of the organizations 
are too small to fill out tax documents, 
which in turn are hidden from tax data 
(revenues, tax contributions, employ-
ment, etc.). Given this difference, the 
data come out different for both ‘sec-
tors’, thus making it hard to aggregate. 
Furthermore, the distinction between 
not for profit and business has other 
implication when it comes to debates 
of funds and their effect on the econ-
omy. For example, a not-for-profit gal-
lery and a for-profit one may exhibit 
different behaviors, hence different 
effects on the society. In addition the 
variables to capture their effect might 
be different. 

Finally, even after all these distinctions 
are done, it remains very hard to mea-
sure their effect on the economy due 
to the lack of data. Despite the fact 
that we are living in the age of data 
revolution, the detailed data for arts 
and most importantly their spillovers, 
are usually inconsistent or altogether 
missing. Even if data were to exist, it 
requires a detailed and intricate meth-
odology in measuring externalities or 
spillovers or arts. All of these reasons 
have been an obstacle to detailed and 
empiric studies in the field. 1

1  For details on definitions and how they impact 
models and possible cultural policies, please see 
David Throsby “Modelling the Cultural Industries”
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The main question behind this policy 
brief is why should public policy be 
concerned with arts? What public are 
the public benefits of arts that could 
justify the attention and funds of the 
municipality of government? In one ex-
treme lies the thought that privatizes 
arts completely and argues that public 
policy should not be involved in arts at 
all and that everything should be left 
to the market. In other words, if there 
is an opportunity for profits, than arts 
will be present in the markets; if there 
exists more significance to the arts for 
certain individuals, than they could 
spend their own spare time. In other 
words, there are very few or no public 
benefits to arts that does not deserve 
the attention of the public policy. Such 
view has not been common, yet it has 
been present and at times influential. 

Another view argues that arts do have 
public benefits and that public funding 
should be made available in order to 
make fine arts offered, such as classi-
cal music, opera, visual arts etc. Such 
an argument is based on the idea of 
potential market failure.If markets 
alone decided if these cultural good 
should be produced, than the deci-

sion would probably negative due to 
high costs and low demand, thus these 
cultural good would not be available. 
However, benefits to consuming these 
cultural goods are both private and 
public, hence the social demand for 
these goods is higher than aggregate 
individual demand, resulting in a mar-
ket failure. In this case, if left to the 
market, less cultural goods would be 
produced than would be socially opti-
mal. Yet, the very fact that these cul-
tural goods are available and could be 
enjoyed, provide for a public benefit; 
while some individuals might also take 
pride at the fact that their city is a cul-
tural center and has numerous cultural 
events (Rushton, 2004). Both of these 
reasons stand even if an individual nev-
er attends any of those cultural events. 
These cultural good could also be pub-
lic, such as museums or public sculp-
tures, which could not be provided by 
the market hence providing the ratio-
nale for allocation of resources from 
the government. Another rationale for 
the involvement of public in cultural 
sector might be making available to 
everyone the participation in cultural 
events, even for the poor who could 
otherwise not afford these events 

Arts and Public Policy
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(Rushton, 2013). That is based on the 
assumption that fine arts are part of a 
fulfilling life which should be available 
to everyone. Note that this view is very 
similar to the first one, in the sense 
that both see arts only as a consump-
tion good, possibly a particular con-
sumption good which is not limited to 
individual consumption, therefore the 
rationale for public intervention.

Different from the two views present-
ed above, another approach empha-
sizes the role of arts in shaping society 
and its individuals. This view is put 
forth by communitarians who argue 
that in a democratic society there is 
need for a commonly recognized stan-
dard of a good life(Rushton, 2004) and 
that arts is a substantial tool in shaping 
this standard. Note that this view dif-
fers significantly from the other two in 
that it provides a rationale other than 
individual consumption or individual 
preferences, and differs from the next 
perspective to be presented which 
stresses the positive externalities or 
spillovers of arts. 
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The above perspectives have been the 
more traditional views of economists 
towards arts and generally provide a 
rationale for public funding. Howev-
er, all three perspectives have their 
own problems, which are not hard to 
spot. The first one essentially views 
arts as little more than entertainment 
for which public policy should have no 
interest. The second one emphasizes 
externalities in consumption, but do 
not view arts as a possible engine for 
development or as a productive ac-
tivity; thus arts become a budgetary 
burden which drain funds from other 
important project that induce eco-
nomic growth and development. The 
third one presents challenges to the 
liberal norms, which are against state 
intervention in the individual matters. 
Therefore we return to the question of 
why should public policy be concerned 
with arts?

Relatively recently, numerous re-
searchers and organizations have tried 
to draw the attention to the growing 
contribution of the arts and creative 
industries to the economy. This grow-
ing contribution, in their argument, 
provides for a rationale for state in-

volvement in the arts. In 2010 in Unit-
ed States, arts and culture contributed 
$41 billion in net exports ($64 billion in 
exports less $23 billion in imports) to 
GDP, or 2.82 % of GDP(Marquis, 2013). 
In the EU, cultural and creative econ-
omy contributes about 3% to EU GDP, 
more than the chemical industry, 2.3%, 
and food industry, 1.9% (Cooke & De 
Propris, 2011).  In United Kingdom 
creative industries are growing faster 
than other sectors. Between 1997 and 
2007, creative industries grew by 5% 
on average per annum, much higher 
than the rest of the economy which 
grew by 3% per annum in the same 
period (Department of Culture, Media 
and Sport, 2010).

In a similar manner, numerous re-
searchers and organizations have also 
pointed at the economic impacts of 
arts, by measuring the direct econom-
ic effects of a certain cultural even or 
organization. This method has become 
much popularized recently, as the data 
are easily calculable and the results are 
catchy. For instance, a detailed report 
by American for the Arts (2013) ag-
gregates the results of the economic 
impact of cultural organizations (non-

Arts and economic growth 
and development
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profit arts organiations and culture in-
dustry) from 182 regions from the all 
50 states of the US for the year 2010, 
and shows direct economic impact of 
arts to be $135.20 billion. In addition 
to the direct economic impacts, cul-
tural organizations and industries also 
contribute about $22.33 billion in tax-
es, of which $6.07 billion go directly to 
the local government (different from 
state and federal level). Other than tax-
es and direct benefits, cultural organi-
zations and industries also contribute 
to generating jobs: for the same year, 
4.13 million full time equivalent jobs 
were generated by these organiza-
tions. Measuring nonprofit sector only 
and cultural sector (excluding cultural 
industry), the share of jobs there was 
higher that the share of accountants 
and auditors, police officers, lawyers, 
financial managers and computer pro-
grammers. 

Slightly different, the export base theo-
ry posits that arts and culture can con-
tribute to the economic growth and 
development because they too can ex-
port their goods and services. This the-
ory perceives arts as just another good 
and service in the market which can be 

traded, and once traded it could help 
with balance of payment and trade 
deficits. In other words, a city could 
be good at producing paintings which 
other cities in the world like, hence the 
city exports, and with the funds gained 
from export it could invest or consume 
more goods, therefore growing eco-
nomically. The prime success in this 
aspect is the boost it gives to tourism. 
Given that large shares of tourists vis-
it cultural events and enjoy local arts 
works, then one can argue that arts is 
‘exporting’ its products to people out-
side the region. Indeed, tourism and 
arts are closely related and for quite 
obvious reasons. Many tourist pick 
vacation places for cultural offerings 
in addition to natural resources. For 
example, the US state of Utah, experi-
ences an influx of as much as 45,000 
visitors from all around the world 
during the annual Sundance Film Fes-
tival(The National Governors Associa-
tion , 2012). In addition to tourism and 
their spending, visitors who include 
culture events in their travels seem 
to differ from the ‘regular’ visitors. 
A study Travel Industry Association 
(2003) shows that visitors that include 
culture events spend more than other 
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visitors. These visitors tend to travel 
longer than other visitors, spend more 
overnights in a city, and are more like-
ly to spend more than $1,000 or more 
during their stay. About two-thirds or 
American travelers say theyincluded 
a cultural, artistic, heritage, or histor-
icactivity or event while on a trip of 50 
miles ormore, whereas one-third of 
this group say they added extra time in 
their trip due to a cultural event. 

Indeed, culture contributes significant-
ly to tourism. However, what happens 
in cities or countries where there is 
very little or insignificant tourist in-
flows? What about cities where there 
is not export of arts? Should the gov-
ernment lose it interests and follow 
other most economically profitable 
project? Even in the cases where there 
is an ‘export base’ for arts, how big is it 
compared to other sectors? Generally, 
in this aspect arts cannot compare to 
other sectors of the economy, hence 
its impact in the economy is limited. 
Nevertheless, there are significant is-
sues with the export based theory. 
Charles Tiebout brilliantly displays the 
paradox of the export-based theory by 
removing the borders of the cities and 

states. He argues that if we were to 
look at the world as one unit, it is not 
exporting, yet it is growing(Markusen, 
et al., 2013). Instead, he argues, in line 
with the thought of Adam Smith, that 
growth comes from internal division 
of labor contributes to growth, and 
that only after labor has been devised 
and specialized, trade proceeds. In this 
way, it is the increase of ‘production’ 
of arts that leads to its export, rather 
the other way around. However, such 
though has been integrated in much 
of economic thought, which insists 
that export enterprises and sectors be 
privileged in public policy. Given the 
relatively low contribution of arts in 
this aspect and the disinterest of gov-
ernments in it is mainly as a result of 
this sort of thinking(Markusen, et al., 
2013). 
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All the perspectives presented thus 
far provide relatively weak arguments 
on why should policymakers deal with 
arts.Export base theory provides a few 
arguments on how could arts contrib-
ute to economic growth, while other 
perspectives do not deal with growth 
at all. Yet, arts could contribute to eco-
nomic growth and development. In 
last decade the new growth theory, 
or sometimes also known as the en-
dogenous growth theory, has posited 
that arts contributes significantly to 
economic growth and development. 
American for the Arts organization 
presents this list of reasons on how 
could arts contribute to vitality of the 
economy and economic growth(as 
summarized in Marquis, 2013):

•Aesthetics: The arts create beauty 
and preserve it as part of culture.

•Creativity: The arts encourage creativ-
ity, a critical skill in a dynamic world.

•Expression: Artistic work lets us com-
municate our interests and visions.

•Innovation: The arts are sources of 
new ideas, futures, concepts, and con-
nections.

•Preservation: Arts and culture keep 
our collective memories intact.

•Prosperity: The arts create millions of 
jobs and enhance economic health.

•Skills: Arts aptitudes and techniques 
are needed in all sectors of society and 
work.

•Social Capital: We enjoy the arts to-
gether, across races, generations, and 
places.

Rushton (2013) on the other hand 
brings three points how could the 
new growth theory work. First, sum-
marizing the works of other econom-
ic growth economists, he argues that 
in advanced economies it is the tech-
nological change, rather than the ac-
cumulation of current technology, 
drives the economic growth. This point 
resonates closely with the Schumpet-
er’s concept of “creative destruction”, 
which refers to the continuous inno-
vation and destruction (that is, driving 
out of market) of old products by new, 
more innovative ones. Arts relate to 
this concept of technological change 
in the sense that arts is constantly cre-
ating, inventing, and bringing forth of 

New growth theory
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new ideas, which are then spilled over 
other sectors of economy. Second, 
there are many “knowledge spillovers” 
of firms located close to each other 
when new ideas are developed. In oth-
er words, when a new ideas is applied 
by one firm, another firm might ben-
efit from learning from it. This is one 
reason why firms, especially of the 
knowledge industry, are located close 
to each other, thus forming “clusters”. 
Third, contrary to the other inputs, 
technology and labor, knowledge and 
innovation do not experience decreas-
ing returns. In other words, while 50 
tailoring machines might be too much 
for producing 100 units of clothes, 50 
ideas of clothing style or production 
style are never too much.

Markusen et al. (2013), in addition to 
the mechanism summarized by Rush-
ton, also suggest a ‘consumption base’ 
alternative. First, they argue, changes 
in the regional pattern of consumption 
due to changes in taste and prefer-
ences, in favor of locally produced can 
generate employment and increase 
value added without any expansion 
on the export base. This, they argue, is 
broader than the import substitution 

concept, which aims at substituting 
import goods with locally produced 
goods. Increasing demand for locally 
produced goods can rise when citi-
zens shift their consumption to new 
products and services that become 
available in the economy, such as live 
theater, music, and other arts. As a re-
sult, local employment increases even 
more due to the indirect consumption 
and multiplier effect. This hold espe-
cially true in the arts, which is particu-
larly labor intensive. Nearly half of the 
expenses for cultural organization in 
the US go to labor(Americans for the 
Arts, 2013). Moreover, artists are more 
likely to spend their incomes locally, 
thus increasing the multiplier. In ad-
dition to spending, local consumption 
could also encourage innovation. This 
is due the fact that new export sectors 
often are tested in local market first 
before taking off for exports. Lastly, su-
perior local consumption offering help 
with the attraction of the skilled work-
ers and a “creative class” who could in 
turn contribute even more to the eco-
nomic development. 

Given some mechanism how could 
new growth theory work and how 
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could arts contribute to economic de-
velopment and growth, does increas-
ing local arts and culture production 
have a positive effect on the local 
economy? This was the question that 
Pedroni and Sheppard (2013) were af-
ter in their empirical study. First of all, 
they show a graph which shows the 
positive correlation between local GDP 
per capita and local cultural spending 
per capita, which many researchers 
have presented as a proof of positive 
impact of arts in economy. However, 
that turns out to false argument, for 
that relation is positive for almost any 
other sector, due to the fact that the 
richer the population the more they 
will spend on almost anything. After 
debunking arguments such as that, 
they use a conceptually simple, but 
mathematically complex model, which 
treats cultural resources (cultural pro-
duction) as if it were physical capital – 
in other words, it culture in this model 
works similar to how physical capital. 
Next they plug in data from 384 areas 
in the US. After careful examination of 
the data, they find that there appears 
to be a causal connection in which 
increases in local culture production 
generate a permanent increase in local 

GDP. In other words, they show that 
cultural production works in similar 
way to physical capital – an increase in 
one, leads to a permanent increase in 
output.

Seeking to answer the same question, 
Bucci et al. (2014) construct a theoret-
ical model of how could cultural goods 
impact economic output. Following 
numerous studies which attribute the 
accumulation of human capital as the 
main factor behind economic growth, 
they too follow this path, albeit with a 
slight modification: their definition of 
human capital goes beyond the simple 
“education capital”, that is the num-
ber of years of schooling the labor in 
that country has, to include a broader 
cultural capital. The broadening of the 
definition of human capital does not 
infer that education is not important, 
but instead accounts for the fact that 
skills are necessary but not a sufficient 
cause of economic development. Skills 
alone would help reduce the costs, 
however innovation needs more than 
skill; it needs cultural capital. As a re-
sult, “when competition cannot take 
place through costs cutting, product 
innovation represents the distinctive 
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successful factor for the economic sys-
tem of either a region or a country, and 
therefore the spillover effect brought 
about by a socially salient creative atti-
tude becomes all the more relevant in 
explaining growth success – and possi-
bly failure” (Bucci, et al., 2014). In their 
conclusion, they argue that not only 
is cultural capital a key factor in sus-
tained economic growth, but the lack 
of it might put countries in the risk of 
failure.

Other studies show similar results. 
Marquis (2013) shows theoretically 
that as cultural capital’s importance 
in production grows, output in both 
cultural and non-cultural sectors 
grows more rapidly. Albeit, this rate 
of growth, although significant, does 
not have a large magnitude. The rea-
son for that is that Marquis sees two 
properties of cultural goods: cultural 
good are both consumption and cap-
ital goods at the same time, and that 
the more one consumes cultural goods 
the greater appreciation one has for 
them and thus increases its consump-
tion (the notion of positive addiction). 
The first property is best illustrated by 
Victor Hugo’s classic novel Les Miser-

ables. It was first written as a book, it 
was much later turned into a play, and 
lately it has been turned into a movie. 
Thus, it is a consumption good in the 
sense that one might read it, but it is 
also a capital good in the sense that 
it provided the ‘raw material’ for the 
play and the movie. In sum, these two 
factors are enough to generate an in-
crease in the overall output. 

The last of the studies to be summa-
rized regarding the impact of arts in 
growth and development is the em-
pirical study done by Piergiovanni et 
al. (2012). This study explores the im-
pact of a series of factors on economic 
growth of 103 Italian provinces over 
the time frame from 2001 to 2006. 
In order to do that, they run a regres-
sion based on a model which aims 
to explain the change in the regional 
value added growth and employment 
growth based on the factors such as 
new business formation, provision of 
amenities, change in number of trade-
marks and patents, immigrant inflow, 
change in the creativity of a city (which 
is measured as the change in number 
of firms in the creative sector). The 
main finding of the study points to the 
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significant influence of regional em-
ployment rate by the sectorial special-
ization and rate of growth of the share 
of firms in the creative industries.  In-
tuitively, the creation of new business-
es also play a role in the employment 
growth, however characteristics that 
played an important role in the past, 
such as presence of industrial districts, 
have lost their function of providing for 
the growth of employment.  The find-
ings in this study suggest that creative 
industries could provide more employ-
ment growth, hence contribute more 
to the lowering of unemployment than 
traditional factors (industry, industrial 
clusters, energy and mining, etc).
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Walla Walla is a small city, of no more 
than 32,000 people, south of US state 
of Washington. Previously, its econo-
my was based on agriculture, howev-
er its economy was declining and its 
people leaving the city. It was not until 
the president of a local college had the 
vision to invest in the wine sector, so 
as to make it the sector which would 
carry Walla Walla into the 21 century. 
The collage started with institute and 
later also opened the Enology and Viti-
culture Center, in order to train people 
in wine production. The college helped 
with attraction of winery experts. At 
the same time, the president of the col-
lege also accompanied this move with 
further investment in arts. The idea 
was to mix arts and wine production 
in a way as to form a culture around it 
rather than consider wine production 
from the plain economic perspective. 
As a result, from 19 wineries in 1981 
the number jumped to 240 in 2003. 
Was it the college president’s idea 
solely responsible for the success, or 
did arts also have an impact? A report2 
think is both. 

One of the most significant contri-
2  For more information, please see Stuart Rosenfeld 
“The Art of Economic Development”

bution of arts in the economy has to 
do with the positive spillovers of arts 
to other sectors. Yet this is also the 
hardest to measure, which require 
complex methodologies and data. It 
is no surprise that little empirical evi-
dence exists in this aspect. Moreover, 
the mechanism of spillovers remain 
unclear. How do arts help productivity 
of other sectors, if they do? The table 
below, created by Creative Spin (2012), 
shows possible pathways of how spill-
overs work. 

Arts and spillovers
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Typeofspillover What How Potentialbenefitsforothersectors

Knowledge
spillovers

Newideas,know-how 
(forinstance on pro-
cesses and collabora-
tive working models) 
and technologiesde-
velopedby creative    
actorsprovidingbene-
fits to othersectors.

Employment ofcreative-
professionalsinother-
sectors

Increasedproductivity,competitivenessandinno-
vationinothersectorsthroughthe developmentof:
- newproducts,servicesormarketingtools.
-    workingenvironmentsconducivetocreativi-
tyandinnovation
- neworganisationalmodels(lesshierarchicalfo-
rinstanceandmoreflexible)

•Emerging ofnewcompanies(impactonentrepre-
neurship)

(Cultureintegratedhorizontallyindifferentpub-
licpolicyfields

Tacitknowledgetransfer 
(on  productideas, 
managementof 
creative  talents, 
culture of innovation, 
marketing tools, 
governance  models, 
organisationalmodels 
etc.)inothersectorsviaB2B 

Creativeprofessiona
lsopeningastart-up 
inanothersector

Sophisticated 
demand(fromCCIs) 
triggeringnew 

Product
(andservice)
spillovers

Creative  goods   and 
services providing 
benefits toother 
sectors.

Firmsinother  industries-
develop ofcomplementa-
rygoods(e.g.iPod

Increasedinnovationandproductivity/
competitivenessinothersectorsthroughthe 
developmentofcomplementary/
differentiatedproductsorservices.

• Adoption/retention/increaseof  salesof  
new  technologiesthanks  to  the 
attractivenessofcontent.

Firmsinotherindustries-
adaptgoodsand services 
todevelop differenti-
atedproductsandser-
vices(e.g.fashiondesign 
appliedtoothersectorssu-
chasairlines,cars,etc.)

Networkspi
llovers

Benefitswhichfirmcan
obtain   by    grouping 
together:
- Attractionof indi-
viduals/creation of       
a  more attractive    
image (agglomeration 
spillovers)
- Sharing of  ideas 
between firms (clus-
terspillovers)

Thrivingculturalscene     
attractsknowledge-
workers,whocan thenbe 
employedby other 
localbusinessesorbring-
inforeign investmentfrom 
companiesattracted 
bythestronglocal talent-
pool/improvedimage.

• Indirectimpact onregionalgrowththrough-
itspositiveimpactonemployment, innovation, 
entrepreneurship,investments andterritorialim-
age/attractiveness.

• Improvedeffectivenessingovernancemodelsdu-
etothehorizontalintegrationof cultureindifferent-
policyfields inawaythatthecontributionofculture-
tolocal development canbemaximized.
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Different from mechanisms men-
tioned in the table above, Bakhshi et 
al. (2013) show that arts do have an 
impact in wages in cities in England. 
When looking at the correlation be-
tween average hourly wages and em-
ployment in the cultural industries, 
there seems to be a positive correla-
tion: the higher the share of employ-
ment in the cultural industries, the 
higher the wage rate. However, once 
the authors controlled for other vari-
ables, such as personal characteristic 
of an individual (experience, skills, 
occupation), and city characteristics 
(population size and proportion of 
population with high qualifications), 
the relationship between wage rates 
and employment in cultural industries 
change directions: higher employ-
ment in cultural industries, lower wage 
rates. This relationship also holds true 
for thenumber of cultural institutions: 
more cultural institutions, lower wag-
es. The authors attribute this phenom-
enon to idea of compensating differen-
tial. In other words, a higher share of 
cultural institutions and a higher share 
of employment in this sector makes 
the city more attractive and overall in-
creases the quality of life. Due to the 

increase in the quality of life, people 
are willing to come and live in the city 
with more culture and arts for a lower 
wage, in order to experience the city’s 
cultural richness. Moreover, then the 
same variables (employment share 
and number of institutions) are added 
for the creative industries (commercial 
industries), the relation remains the 
same for cultural institutions variables, 
but is positive for the creative industry, 
suggesting positive spillovers from the 
creative industry to the rest of the ur-
ban area. Finally, the study also checks 
at the relationship between nonprofit 
cultural institutions and creative indus-
tries, and finds a positive relationship, 
suggesting that there are significant 
positive spillovers between the arts 
sector and creative industries.

A different study that links arts with in-
novation was conducted by Root-Ber-
nstein et al. (2013). The study seeks to 
test three hypothesis: 1) Science, Tech-
nology, Engineering, and Mathematics 
(STEM) entrepreneurial innovators en-
gage in arts and craft during their life-
times in a significantly higher rate than 
the average person, 2) arts have a pos-
itive economic impact on science and 
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technology by increasing measures 
of innovation, 3) STEM professionals 
understand the value of connections 
between their arts and crafts and their 
vocations. To test these hypothesis, 
the authors track STEM professional 
who have graduated from Michigan 
State University, Michigan Technologi-
cal University and Princeton University, 
as well as professionals who have been 
awarded with Michigan Economic De-
velopment Corporation funding. After 
comparing these professionals with 
the general population, they find that 
STEM professionals are three to ten 
times more likely to have participat-
ed in any sort of arts than the average 
American. The study also finds that 
those STEM professionals involved 
in arts were more likely to produce 
more patents (innovate more) as well 
as be more entrepreneurially innova-
tive. The study then controls for family 
background to isolate the influence of 
families in their innovativeness, and 
the results remain consistent. In the 
end, STEM professionals are also asked 
if they value their arts and if they think 
that their involvement with arts helped 
them in their vocation. Vast majority 
of them affirm the positive role of arts 

and suggest it to other as well.  
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Arts and culture also make for a good 
and effective instrument in achieving 
other development goals. Given their 
unique way of penetrating and appeal-
ing to the wider public’s conscious-
ness, arts can have a powerful impact 
in individuals’ conceptions. In addition, 
cultural events bring people of differ-
ent backgrounds together, who would 
otherwise hardly had the chance to 
meet. Such meetings can foster tol-
erance, diversity and social cohesion. 
Lastly arts could have a potent impact 
on socio-emotional development, 
especially on young people. For ex-
ample,Schellenberg(2011),through a 
randomized controlled trial, finds that 
expressive arts can have hefty effect 
on the socio-emotional development 
of on youth, whereas in a later study 
(2004) she confirms for music training 
in particular to have the same effect. 
Similarly, in a randomized controlled 
trial done in Finland, Joronen et al. 
(2011) find that participation in drama 
reduced the instances of bullying in 
school. 

Given this power of arts, a small NGO, 
GalpãoAplauso, in Rio de Janeiro in 
Brazil pioneered an interesting ap-

proach to tackling unemployment 
among youth. Brazil has numerous 
programs aimed at tackling youth un-
employment, such as wage subsidies, 
direct public employment, flexible 
employmentmodalities that reduce 
transaction costs and avoid contingent 
labor liabilities (includinginternships), 
and sponsored intermediation ser-
vices to various types of training and 
vocationalprograms. Evidence to the 
effectiveness of these programs has 
shown that some of the programs in-
deed have positive effects, however 
of a small magnitude, while other are 
even less effective – thus, overall the 
evidence has been unenthusiastic. 
Knowing these results, GalpãoAplau-
so decided to experiment. They de-
signed a program which uses expres-
sive arts and theater as a pedagogical 
and skill building tool, whereas other 
vocational trainings were also given at 
the meantime. In order to isolate and 
study the effects of this creative ap-
proach, a randomized controlled trial 
was designed, thus measuring labor 
market outcomes and earnings of the 
participants that received this ‘treat-
ment’ and those who didn’t. The re-
sults show even short-run positive im-

Arts and culture as an instrument
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pacts, which was unexpected based on 
previous similar studies. These positive 
impacts were also of large magnitude:  
a 33.3 per cent increase in the prob-
ability of being employed, and a 23.6 
percent increase in earnings3.

Similarly, Palmer (2014) argues that 
Fine and Applied Arts could be a tool 
of poverty alleviation in Nigeria. This 
does not mean eliminating poverty, 
but instead using Fine and Applied 
Arts as a tool to help especially mar-
ginalized groups, such as women, to 
become more productive and help 
them get out of poverty. The program 
suggested is relatively simple: train 
participants in Fine and Applied Arts 
and help them apply their acquired 
knowledge and unleash their creativi-
ty in production of textile, pottery and 
ceramics, beadwork (jewelry), metal 
and leather crafts. Given that these 
products are highly valued, especially 
due to their originality and being hand-
made, they also present a way out of 
poverty whereas Fine and Applied Arts 
present a tool to refine their skills.

However, there are important concerns 
3 For more on the program and randomized con-
trolled trial, please see Calero, et al. (2014)

that are raised by the approach which 
advocates using arts as an instrument. 
The main such concern lies in the fact 
that it reducesarts to mere instrument. 
Irrespective of how useful an instru-
ment is, its value is always dependent 
on the use rather than being valuable 
in itself. Therefore, this approach sees 
arts as just another policy tool rather 
than value it as such. Another concern 
is that this approach might tie arts to 
development issue, thus severely limit-
ing the bounds of arts - in particular the 
way in which artistic products and the 
multi-sited discussion that surrounds 
them contribute to the formation of 
subjectivity and identity (Stupples, 
2014). Moreover, most agencies that 
use arts as an instrument, also require 
that their art project somehow fit their 
mission. In this way, arts project are in-
corporated and judged based on their 
criteria – often economic growth cri-
teria – which further limits and might 
compromise the quality and subjectiv-
ity of arts(Stupples, 2014). 
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Unfortunately, little has been done on 
Kosovo, both in terms of data genera-
tion and studies so as to make possible 
contextualization of the abovemen-
tioned studies. In the below para-
graphs, an attempt will be made show 
how different cultural events and or-
ganizations might have impacted the 
economic growth and development 
and a few suggestions of how could 
arts and culture be used in stimulating 
higher growth rates and development. 
However, due to the lack of empirics, 
these attempts will at times be more of 
a speculative nature and more than ex-
planations for the impacts of cultural 
organizations and arts in the economy 
are they are calls for further research 
and investigation.

The main report done on the econom-
ic impact of cultural organizations in 
Kosovo is conducted by GAP Institute 
(2011) which aims at explaining the 
economic impact of Dokufestinter-
national documentary and short film 
festival for the year 2011 and projects 
the impacts until year 2014. The study, 
similar to the American for the Arts re-
pot, uses the method by which all ex-
penses are aggregated and then mul-

tiplied by the Keynesian multiplier to 
give the final economic impact of the 
Dokufest. The data were gathered by a 
survey conducted by Dokufest – possi-
bly the only cultural data available at 
the time. After doing the calculations, 
it turns out that Dokufest’s local eco-
nomic impact to the GDP was €3.1 
million, whereas based on the fore-
casting, this number is expected to be 
€21.9 million for the next four years. 

Other than the economic impact of 
the festival’s expenditure, there are a 
number of other possible positive ef-
fect that Dokufest could have on the 
Kosovo economy. First, in export base 
theory terms, the festival attracts a 
high number of international visitors. 
According to the festivals data, in 2013 
there were a total of about 10,000 vis-
itors to the festival, of which rough-
ly 23% were foreigners (Çeku, 2014). 
These visitors in turn spend on meals, 
hotels and other goods and services, 
which boost local economy. In other 
words, one of the impacts of the festi-
val is the increase of number of tourist 
and overall an enrichment of Kosovo 
touristic offer. In order to support in-
creasing number of tourists, service 

Arts and economic development 
in the Kosovo context
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industry must expand and improve its 
services. In the case of Prizren, the host 
city of Dokufest, the expanding of the 
service industry has resulted in many 
houses offering hotel services (Alba-
nian: bujtina), in addition to expanding 
number of hotels and their capacities. 
This change directly effects the house-
hold economics. 

One could also argue that Dokufest 
has changed, to a certain degree, the 
consumption pattern of the local peo-
ple and their tastes and preferences 
towards locally produced goods and 
services. Recalling the argument by 
Markusen, et al., this change of con-
sumption pattern could play a signifi-
cant role in increasing employment – 
which is a dire problem for the Kosovo 
economy. Now that documentaries 
and short-films are available during 
the festival, consumption could be di-
rected locally rather than being spend 
on imports. Furthermore, again re-
calling Markusen et al. argument, lo-
cal consumption might have spurred 
innovation. Indeed, Dokufest seems 
to have inspired for great number of 
other festivals across Kosovo, such as 
NGOM festival, Anibar festival, Kome-

dia Fest, Sculp fest, etc. These festivals 
in themselves have become important 
cultural events. For example, NGOM 
fest, music festival also based in Priz-
ren, in 2013 attracted as much as 6,000 
visitors (Çeku, 2014). Curiously, a great 
number of festivals are also based on 
Prizren, which could suggest a creation 
of a “creative class” or cultural cluster.

Another important possible impact,re-
calling the argument by Marquis, 
could be the positive addiction of the 
local population to arts, which in turn 
increase overall consumption of arts 
goods and services. The fact the fes-
tival keeps growing from year to year 
speaks of increased demand for docu-
mentaries and short-films, which could 
be a result of increase appreciation 
for them and consequently increased 
consumption. In addition to the grow-
ing size of Dokufest, there is also an 
increase in other movie festival, such 
as Skena Up, 9/11 and Anibar, which 
again might speak of more apprecia-
tion and increased consumption. 

Lastly, another positive effect of Do-
kufest could be very positive light in 
which it was portrayed in the world 
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media. The festival has been featured 
in numerous and famous internation-
al media, including the British Inde-
pendent and the Guardian, Reuters, 
Huffington Post, etc. Such reports of 
international media certainly positive-
ly affect the image and reputation of 
Kosovo. In comparison, in 2009 Koso-
vo government launched the “Koso-
vo the Young Europeans” campaign 
on six largest world broadcasters as 
means to improve the Kosovo image 
in the world. The campaign costs €5.7 
million whereas its effects were limit-
ed(Preportr, 2012). Another campaign 
was launched on 2012, which costs €1 
million only for advertising in the CNN. 
Its effects are questionable, especially 
considering the fact that in the adver-
tisement the NEWBORN monument 
somehow appeared as NEWPORN, 
which spurred much media reaction. 
To compare the costs to the Kosovo 
Government, Dokufest was supported 
by only €20,000 in 2013.

In the paragraphs, the possible im-
pacts of Dokufest were chosen to be 
analyzed due to the big size of the 
festival and the more visible effects 
that it has, since data are missing to 

see the more subtle effects. The same 
could be applied to other cultural or-
ganization, albeit the magnitude of 
the effects change from organization 
to organization. It is worth noting im-
pacts of other cultural events or goods. 
Overall, there have been many cultur-
al performances and goods that have 
dealt with social issues – using arts as 
an instrument to addressing these is-
sues. For example, Haveit, a group of 
performance artists, have consistent-
ly tackled important social issues and 
have through their performances have 
encouraged debates and consequently 
raised awareness of the issues. Simi-
larly, many movies produced in Koso-
vo have done the same. Movie such 
as “Heroi”, which tackle the issue of 
poverty and lack of institutional care 
among war veterans, “Tri Dritaredhen-
jëVarje”, which tackle the issue of rape 
victims of war, have raised awareness 
for such issues. Other cultural events, 
such as Tour De Kosovo, a tour around 
a number of cultural heritage sites 
around Kosovo, could have contribut-
ed to an increase of social cohesion 
as well as tolerance, and could have 
fostered diversity through increase 
awareness of the past history and di-
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versity among the cultural heritage. 
Similarly, Green Fest, a musical festival 
based on the ethnically divided city of 
Mitrovica, could have done the same, 
by bringing together audience of dif-
ferent ethnic backgrounds and encour-
aging shared values.
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A study conducted by Riinvest Institute 
(2011) conducted a focus group with 
six participants was held in order to 
understand Kosovar’s consumers’ per-
ception and behavior related to wine 
consumption. First, they were asked of 
the opinion of the domestic wine prod-
ucts. Participants identified consisten-
cy of wine quality, standardization, low 
quality, lack of clarity, packing, labeling 
and branding to be main drawbacks 
of the domestic wine products. Next, 
the participants were asked to try six 
samples of wine, which consisted of 
domestic and foreign wines, with-
out knowing what brand they were 
drinking. It turns out that the highest 
ranked wine was domestic wine. The 
study argues the need for improve-
ment in the Kosovar wine packing, la-
beling and branding, due to the tastes 
strong influence by these factors. In 
general, Kosovar products need much 
more improvements in branding and 
packing rather than the quality. That is 
not to say that quality of the products 
needs no improvement, but that more 
importance should be given to building 
brands. Wine industry elaborated from 
the study above is just one of the sec-
tors which are hurt from brands and 

packing.  

Given the positive spillovers of arts 
in the creative industries (such as ad-
vertising agencies, design, etc), as il-
lustrated in the studies above, arts in 
Kosovo could be stimulated further 
as a mechanism to improve domestic 
brands, their pickings and overall their 
design. Certainly, arts and culture will 
not be the sole solution, yet they have 
the potential to significantly positively 
contribute in this aspect.

Furthermore, given the important ef-
fect that arts have on wages and their 
contribution to the idea of compen-
sating differential, as illustrated in the 
Bakhshi et al. study, arts could have an 
important impact in containing the in-
creasingly problematic issue of illegal 
migration. Assuming that main causes 
of migration are economic difficulties 
and low quality of life in Kosovo, arts 
could have an important factor in in-
creasing the quality of life, and conse-
quently attract people even for lower 
wage rates. By preventing migration, 
more people will be able to contribute 
to Kosovo economy and possibly for 
lower wages, which gives the Kosovo 

Possible further uses of 
arts in Kosovo
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economy an advantage. Furthermore, 
more people also mean more taxes, 
which in turn mean more develop-
ment and capital projects. Again, as in 
the case of brands, culture could not 
be expected to be the sole solution, 
but it could certainly play an important 
role.

Lastly, as shown by the Americans for 
the Arts and Culture are enormously 
labor intensive. Given the massive is-
sue of Kosovo with unemployment, 
which go as much as 30% and much 
higher among youth, more investment 
in the arts could help in the reduction 
of unemployment. Furthermore, as 
Markusen et al. argue, the multipli-
er effect for arts is much higher due 
to the fact that artists tend to spend 
more locally, hence making the funds 
spend even more effective in reducing 
unemployment. Lastly, as Piergiovan-
ni, et al. shows, creative industries 
provide more emplyment growth than 
other traditional sectors. Hence, given 
the close relation of arts and crative 
sectors, arts provide a way to fight un-
emplyment in Kosovo.
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It is attributed to the famous physicist 
Albert Einstein to have said: “Every-
body is a genius. But if you judge a fish 
by its ability to climb a tree, it will live 
its whole life believing that it is stupid.” 
Arts and culture so far have repeatedly 
been judged in the same manner way 
that other industries have been judged 
– in their ability to produce, provide for 
jobs, exports, taxes, and so on. Mea-
sured in such a way, indeed, arts and 
culture do not have much of an effect 
in the economy. Its export are pennies 
compared to the exports of the other 
sectors. On the other hand, being con-
sidered as simply consumption good, 
rather than contribution to cultural 
capital or being a capital good, arts and 
culture have been plagued as goods 
and services for which policymakers 
should not be concerned about. In 
many cases, using the Einstein analo-
gy, arts have lived believing itself to be 
stupid, economically speaking.

However, increasingly research is 
showing the positive effects of arts 
in the economy. In this policy brief, 
numerous studies have been sum-
marized which argue and show many 
ways in which arts and culture posi-

tively impact economic development 
and growth. In addition, traditional ar-
guments of how arts and culture have 
been viewed have been summarized, 
due to the fact that much of these ar-
gument still linger today.  

Finally, these studies were attempted 
to be contextualized in Kosovo. Unfor-
tunately, due to the lack of empirics, 
the attempts to interpret Kosovo con-
text under the light of the studies sum-
marized in this policy brief, at times 
were more of a speculative nature 
and aimed, more than explaining the 
impacts of cultural organizations and 
arts in the economy, to call and estab-
lish the pathway for further research 
and investigation. Regardless of the 
lack of data, there are clear positive 
impacts of some cultural events that 
go beyond plain expenditure numbers 
and immediate contribution to the 
GDP. Such impacts were the inspira-
tion that Dokufest provided for other 
festivals, which flourished, as well as 
an increased demand for documen-
taries, short movies, and long mov-
ies, through the ore appreciation of 
these goods and a positive addiction 
to them. Lastly, a few ways of how arts 

Conclusion
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could help with some immediate and 
significant economic issues in Kosovo. 
These issues include migration, do-
mestic branding, and unemployment. 
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Oda Theatre held numerous meetings 
during the end of 2011 with the purpose 
of establishing a network of the cultural 
organizations in Kosovo. These meetings 
were attended by more than 60 partic-
ipants, representatives of different or-
ganizations of culture, thus creating the 
possibility to organize the founding As-
sembly on 23 March 2012, which laid the 
foundation of the Network of Indepen-
dent Organizations of Culture – Cultural 
Forum. The founding Assembly laid the 
foundation of the Cultural Forum with 22 
independent organizations as members. 
Through democratic voting, the Statute 
was adopted and the network presidency 
was also elected. The Cultural Forum is an 
entity registered as a network of indepen-
dent organizations of culture. It was de-
cided that the role of interim Secretariat 
will be assumed by Oda Theatre until the 
capacities are built to form a professional 
secretariat of the network.  

The Cultural Forum of Kosovo is a net-
work of independent organizations of 
culture in Kosovo, established with the 
purpose of:  

- Strengthening the independent orga-
nizations of culture by developing their 

Cultural Forum

capacities for the implementation of their 
programs ,

- Promotion of member organizations,

- Inclusion of member organizations in 
decision-making,

- Boosting the support for the indepen-
dent cultural scene,

- Protection and improvement of the po-
sition of organizations vis-à-vis the rele-
vant institutions in Kosovo and abroad. 

The Cultural Forum aims to fulfill its mis-
sion through the following activities:  

- Communication and networking of inde-
pendent organizations of culture,

- Dynamic exchange of information and 
experience,

- Lobbying and advocacy activities,

- Specific trainings for the needs of mem-
ber organizations,

- Organization of debates and fora,

- Coordination of artistic and cultural ac-
tivities. 
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Projekt i financuar 
nga BE-ja dhe i 
menaxhuar nga 
Zyra e Bashkimit 
Europian në Kosovë

Implementuar nga:

Cultural Development Forum

Forum for Cultural Development is a 
Project aimed to further develop and 
strengthen the Cultural Forum estab-
lished back in 2012, by providing advice 
and valuable expertise for the cultural 
policies of Kosovo. The Project is sup-
ported by the European Union Office in 
Kosovo, and implemented by the Cultural 
Forum, Oda Theatre and DokuFest. The 
first Project activities were carried out in 
December 2013. The Project is supposed 
to continue through to November 2015. 
During this two year period, the Cultural 
Development Forum will come up with 
at least 28 cultural policy products that 
will result from research, debates, focus 
groups and conferences. The Project will 
also strengthen the network of inde-
pendent culture organizations, built its 
internal capacities and impact the devel-
opment of culture policies of Kosovo by 
producing the knowledge for culture. In 
addition, the Project will spur the dialog 
and cooperation between the sector of 
independent culture and public author-
ities so that concrete solutions for Koso-
vo’s cultural development could arise.  



forumikulturor.net
facebook.com/ForumiKulturor
twitter.com/forumikulturor


